
Clearly defined Vision, Values and Behaviors

Clearly defined Strategic Goals to reach your Vision

Clearly defined measurable objectives. 

Club structure adjusts depending on the goals and objectives of the club.
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PERFORMANCE

All positions are clearly defined and used to manage and recruit

Documented policies and procedures that are reviewed yearly 

The Constitution and By-laws are reviewed and updated (if

necessary) yearly to ensure they are fit for purpose. 

Strong financial management and reporting 

All governance and other required reporting is completed accurately

and delivered timely

Appropriate tools and applications are used for storage and

efficiencies

Collection, maintenance, and handover of key information to ensure

continuity.
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A Board that lead and manage, empowering others to work efficiently

and effectively

A Board who is comprised of people who have expertise and talent

that enables the club to meet their goals and objectives

Strong focus and investment in the development of volunteers,

coaches, athletes, and officials

Strong recruitment pathways for members.
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TALENT

CONNECTION

Strong and welcoming culture for members and volunteers

Members and the community actively assist in achieving club goals

Positive reputation within the community and strong relationships with

key stakeholders 

Have an up-to-date website and consistently communicate via other

means. 

Communications that engage past, present, and future audiences

(your previous athletes can be a deep resource for coaching,

refereeing, board, volunteering and sponsorships).
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STRATEGY

CHARACTERISTICS RATING NOTES

NOTES
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Below you will find four Key Areas of a Successful Club. The goal is to build on these characteristics, so over time,

your club can build a culture that sustains the turnover that is natural in sports clubs.

Directions: Review each characteristic and rate yourself on how you are meeting that target. 

E = Exceeding A = Achieving N = Needs Improvement

Your ratings should provide you direction on where you can plan to improve. 

The Makings of a Successful Club


